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TIP SHEETTIP SHEET
SOUTH AFRICA - 07th July 2020

R1 - KENILWORTH | 17:40 | ZAR R40,000 |  GRISHAM MAIDEN JUVENILE PLATE

1212 SEEKING THE STARS
Was third with a pretty solid effort on debut when in the market at this track over 6f. Is second up
here and likely to be fitter and ready for this. Don't discount.

77 FUTURA'S HOPE
Racing under similar conditions to debut run when fourth by 5.75 lengths. Rates as a strong
chance today.

1313 SOMERSET MAUGHAM
Wasn't far away on debut when missed the placings but was beaten only 3 lengths over 6f at this
track. Shows good ability and rates among the leading hopes.

1111 SALVATOR MUNDI Dynasty colt from the mare Secret Obsession who is making debut. Expected to measure up here.

1414 TICKET TO RIDE Went down by 0.75 lengths to finish second at this track over 6f last start. Will take catching.

R2 - KENILWORTH | 18:15 | ZAR R40,000 |  MOSADIE GIVES BACK MAIDEN JUVENILE PLATE

55 GAYLEACTIC STAR
Resumed at this track over 6f and missed the frame, nishing fth and beaten 4.5 lengths. Rates
highly and expected to improve sharply. Fitter for the run and expected to be in the nish this
time.

33 BALLROOM BLISS
Got back early at rst race start and ashing home for third at this track over 6f. Well suited here.
Should prove hard to beat.

1212 RIVER CAFE
Was sent forward on debut and gave a sight but faded to nish fourth at this track. Should be
much improved this time. Can do much better this time.

22 ARCTIC ICE
Two-year-old lly who hit the frame on debut over 6f at this track, nishing second and beaten 4
lengths. Well suited here and is among the better hopes.

88 MAJOR ATTRACTION
Made steady improvement at second career start, boxing on strongly to nish second over 5 1/2f
at this track. Not far off a win and gets chance here.

R3 - KENILWORTH | 18:50 | ZAR R40,000 |  QUICK WIT MAIDEN PLATE

11 FORT AGOPIAN
Gave a sight last time and faded only over the nal stages to nish a solid fourth over at this
track. Bold showing expected.

33 THE SECOND WAVE
Three-year-old fresh from a spell. Yet to miss a minor placing in two resuming runs. Expecting
another strong performance today.

22 NIXON Just pipped a head at this track over 7f as favourite last start. Winning chance.

44 MORSE
Just missed out when beaten 0.75 lengths second at this track over 1m last start. Will take
beating.

66 WHAT A MAN
Fair effort when third at this track last start when in the market in soft going and has to have
claims if he can run up to that form again. Third up now and looks a strong winning chance.

R4 - KENILWORTH | 19:25 | ZAR R40,000 |  JOSHUA'S PRINCESS MAIDEN PLATE

11 THE VOW
Does well as favourite returning to racing with a second at this track over 7f on a soft track over
two weeks ago. Likes the distance and is one of the main chances.

33 REEF KNOT
Resumed at this track over 7f and missed the frame, nishing fourth and beaten 9.25 lengths.
Further improved and expected to do much better here.

22 CAPE TO RIO
Resumed in good fashion last start when placed at this track on June 21 over 7f. Steps up in
distance here which should suit. In the mix.

55 LOOKS LIKE MAGIC
Last start fth at this track when well in the market on a soft track and is stepping to 1m for the
first time today. Drawn out but expected to go close.

1010 MUSICAL GLITCH Performing well since debut placing three races from five starts and is the mix for this race.
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R5 - KENILWORTH | 19:55 | ZAR R85,000 |  WINTER SOLSTICE STORMSVLEI STAKES

11 SING OUT LOUD
Progressive and lightly raced lly. Last time recorded a 2.25 lengths win over 1m at this track.
Has the ability and can run a forward race.

55 BOLD DIVA
First run back from a spell was at this track when third over 1m on June 9. Improved by rst up
run. Top chance.

33 FLAME TREE
Last start fth at this track when in the market and is stepping to 1 1/8m for the rst time today.
Rates highly and can do much better.

44 REWRITE THE STARS
Talented galloper who won two races in rst campaign. Returned from a spell with a well beaten
ninth over 1m at this track. Better than last start and can bounce back.

99 WHAT A FLIRT Found maiden win last start at this track after change in gear. Place hope.

R6 - KENILWORTH | 20:25 | ZAR R85,000 |  CASEY BLOOMBERG LADIES MILE

55 DUCHESS OF BOURBON
Was unplaced and well beaten in all runs last campaign, the latest when seventh over 1m at
Fairview.

66 ESTEEMAL
Returned from a spell last start when third beaten 3.5 lengths at this track on June 9 over 7 1/2f.
Improved by first up run. Top chance.

99 HEAVEN'S EMBRACE
Was solid when resuming at this track. Had excuses for her sixth beaten 1.45 lengths. Looms as
a significant threat here.

11 SHAMROCK WIND Faded on fresh run when 12th at this track. Strong claims now.

88 STAR OF SILVER
Back from a four months spell following a 2 length third over 1m at Durbanville. Has a solid fresh
up record and is a definite each way hope.

R7 - KENILWORTH | 21:00 | ZAR R85,000 |  CORDOCELLI OLYMPIC DUEL STAKES

77 QUEEN OF QUIET
Three-year-old lly who won last time at this distance, winning by a long neck at this track. Going
well and on strong record at this distance rates a leading playing again.

1313 FREEDOM SEEKER Good return and can only be fitter for that. Leading chance in this.

22 SUGAR GIRL
Last start was back in Oct last year when eighth at Durbanville. Has since switched stables and
resumes today. Looks a winning chance in this.

11 NOUS VOILA
Returns here after a eight months break and does have strong record when resuming from a
spell. Finished last campaign with finding 11th. Rates highly and expected to run well.

55 HILDEGARDE
First up in this. Form last preparation was very good, winning three times. Likely to be shy of her
best resuming but still looks right in this.

R8 - KENILWORTH | 21:30 | ZAR R125,000 |  ABE BLOOMBERG LEGAL EAGLE STAKES

22 KATAK
Galloper with a good career winning three races three runs, last start nishing rst over 1m at
this track. Has the ability and expected to run well.

11 SILVER HOST
Resumed at this track over 1m and missed the frame, nishing fourth and beaten 5.75 lengths.
Fitter again and rates highly here.

33 SUPER SILVANO
Resumed at this track over 1m and missed the frame, nishing sixth and beaten 8.5 lengths.
Further improved and expected to do much better here.

44 BLACK KNAP
Wound up strongly when resuming form a break to run into second over 7 1/2f at this track. Is a
one time winner from one starts at this distance and looks hard to beat.

66 ARCTIC DRIFT
Did his best work late but was no match for the winner over 1m at this track recently when
returning after three months. With the run under his belt the extra ground looks a plus and has to
be included among the chances.
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R9 - KENILWORTH | 22:05 | ZAR R40,000 |  DUNFORD PINNACLE STAKES

22 READY STEADY GO
Resumed from a spell with a fair run when sixth over 5f at this track but does have two wins
second up. Rates strongly and expected to measure up.

33 ELUSIVE TRADER Faded on fresh run when 11th at this track. Strong claims now.

11 SACRED ARROW
Finished off last campaign with 20 lengths 14th over 1m at this track. Rates strongly and looks
one of the leading chances.

44 MACHIAVELLI
Looked a run short when a 3.5 lengths eighth at this track resuming last start. Should strip much
fitter and expected to finish closer this time.

77 GREEN JACKET
Second up here. Was third when rst up last start. Should be suited by the extra distance here.
Looms as a threat.

R10 - KENILWORTH | 22:40 | ZAR R40,000 |  AFRICAN LION MR 94 HANDICAP

55 SPECTRA FORCE
Resumed over 1m and missed the placings when a 8 length eighth at this track. Rates highly and
is among the leading hopes here second-up. Fitter for the run and expected to be in the nish this
time.

99 HURRICANE HARRY
Didn't do much when resuming at long odds at this track. This suits and expected to run a bold
race.

66 GENERAL FRANCO
Resumed at this track over 6f and missed the frame, nishing sixth and beaten 2.25 lengths.
Further improved and expected to do much better here.

1212 BRAVE TIGER
Placed both starts this campaign, last start 1.25 lengths third over 1m at this track. Fitter again
and looks one of the leading chances.

11 MERAKI Faded on fresh run when sixth at this track. Strong claims now.


